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ON THE MEAN VALUE PROPERTY OF HARMONIC FUNCTIONS
AND BEST HARMONIC ¿^APPROXIMATION

MYRON GOLDSTEIN, WERNER HAUSSMANN AND LOTHAR ROGGE

ABSTRACT. The present paper deals with the inverse mean value property of

harmonic functions and with the existence, uniqueness, and characterization of

a best harmonic L1-approximant to strictly subharmonic functions. The main

theorem concerning the inverse mean value property of harmonic functions

is based on a generalization of a theorem due to U. Kuran as well as on an

approximation theorem proved by J. C. Polking and also by L. I. Hedberg.

The inverse mean value property will be applied in order to prove necessary

and sufficient conditions for the existence of a best harmonic L'-apprcocimant

to a subharmonic function s satisfying As > 0 a.e. in the unit ball.

1. Introduction and main results. Throughout the paper let 2 < n G N,

and let 5 := {x G Rn: [x\ < 1} be the open unit ball, and 5 its closure. Denote

by ^(B) the space of all real-valued functions on 5 which are harmonic in 5. Let

^(5) be the space of all real-valued continuous functions on 5, and W2(B) the

space of all real-valued functions on 5 which are twice continuously differentiable

on 5. In addition, let 50 := {x G Rn : \x\ < 1/ \/2}, and denote by A the Laplacian

differential operator. For a subset E C R", let E° denote the interior of E.

Given a subharmonic function s G W{B), we ask for a best harmonic L1 -approxi-

mant h* G ̂ (B) n f (5) to s, i.e. a function h* G ̂ (B) n W(B) which satisfies

II«-All < ll«-A||i    for all he &(B) (lW(B),

where || • ||i denotes the L1-norm defined by

Mi-xwJÍMA   iveL'm
with the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure A. For brevity we shall also write fv

instead of / v dX.

It is the topic of this paper to investigate the questions of existence and unique-

ness of a best harmonic L1-approximant as well as its characterization in terms of

boundary value (or interpolation) conditions of Dirichlet type. In addition we shall

deal with the inverse mean value property of harmonic functions.

The following two theorems are the main results of this paper.
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THEOREM 1.   Let D C Rn be a nonvoid bounded open set such that

(a) Rn\D is connected.

Suppose there exists a point xq G Rn such that for every function h harmonic in
Rn

or

m hM=mlh'
Then D is a closed ball centered at xq.

Trivial examples show that D itself does not need to be an open ball and that

(a) cannot be replaced by "Rn\D is connected."

This theorem will be the main tool in the proof of the following approximation

theorem.

THEOREM 2. Let s G W2(B) fl f(5) with As > 0 a.e. in B. A function

h* G <%"(B) fl ^(5) is a best harmonic L1 -approximant to s if and only if h*

satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) h*\dBo = s\dBo>

(ii) s - h* > 0 a.e. on B\B0.

In addition, if (i) and (ii) are satisfied, then h* is the unique best L1 -approximant

to s.

We remark that the set dBo for which we have to solve the Dirichlet problem

does not depend on the particular function s to be approximated.

The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 will be given in §§2 and 3, respectively. In

order to prove Theorem 1 we first point out a variant and a generalization of

Kuran's theorem [15] concerning the mean value property of harmonic functions

(Theorem 3). Then, with the aid of an approximation theorem due to Hedberg

[13] and Polking [17], we get the proof of Theorem 1. In §3, we first point out the

sufficiency of conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 even under weaker hypotheses.

For the necessity of the conditions we need a result concerning zeros of subharmonic

functions (Lemma 6). Then Theorem 1 will be applied to complete the proof of

Theorem 2. Finally, in §4, we shall show that there are subharmonic functions in

W2(B) n 'ê'(B) satisfying As > 0 a.e. in 5 which do not have a best harmonic

.^-approximant in %7(B) n W(B).
Throughout this paper, let u)n denote the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball.

Furthermore, given a set D C Rn and a function u G 'êr(D), by Z(u) we denote

the set of all zeros of u in D. Also we shall use the Lp-norm defined by

\MP,D:=\M\P:=(^JD\vfdx)1/P

for 1 < p < oo, where D c Rn is a set of positive and finite Lebesgue measure, and

v G Lp(D).

We refer to Gilbarg and Trudinger [9] and Hayman and Kennedy [11] concerning

harmonic and subharmonic functions as well as to Cheney [5] and Lorentz [16] for

general results on L1 -approximation.
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2. Inverse mean value property of harmonic functions. In order to prove

Theorem 1, we first show a variant and a generalization of Kuran's [15] inverse mean

value theorem for harmonic functions. We shall adopt the following notation:

Given a closed set F C R", define the function space /(F) to consist of all

functions which are harmonic in some neighborhood of F. The subspace of LP(F)

consisting of all functions harmonic in F° will be denoted by ÁP(F).

THEOREM 3. Let D be an open set of finite Lebesgue measure in the Euclidean

space Rn, and let p be a fixed real number satisfying 1 < p < n/(n — 1).

(A) Suppose that there exists an interior point xq of D such that for every func-

tion h G ríp(D)

or

m *<*»> = ¿y ¿>
Then D is a closed ball centered at xo-

(B) If for a given xo G D equation (2) holds for every function h harmonic in D

and Lp-integrable over D, then D is an open ball centered at xq.

REMARK. In [10, p. 258] our result (B) was established for the case p = 1 based

on a theorem of Kuran [15] who had considered the case where p = 1 and D a

domain (= open connected set). A close examination of Kuran's proof shows that

in order to prove (A) and (B) one does not need all ¿^-integrable harmonic functions

but only those lying in /P(D), resp. being harmonic in D, and Lp-integrable over

D as "test functions" for some p G [l,n/(n — 1)[.

The proofs of (A) and (B) follow the same line so that we shall point out (A)

and add in [• • •] those minor changes which have to be made in order to prove (B).

This will be demonstrated in the following.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. First we follow the proof by Kuran: Determine a

point xx G Rn\D° [resp. Rn\D] such that

0 < \xi - x0\ < \x - x0\    for all x G Rn\D° [resp. Rn\T>].

Define E to be the open ball with center xq and radius r := \xi — xq\, hence E C D

[resp. E C D], It now suffices to show that D C E, since this implies D C E

[resp._5 C E] and hence Ë = D [resp. E - D]. Assume that D\E / 0. Then

X(D\E) > 0. The function h defined on Rn\{x,} by

h(x) := rn~2(\x - i0|2 - r2)\x - xi\~n + 1 =: rn~2 ■ K(x) + 1

is harmonic in R"\{xi} (since K is proportional to the Poisson kernel of E and of

Rn\5 at xi). In particular, h is harmonic in D [resp. D]. In addition, h(xo) — 0

and h(x) > 1 outside of E. Furthermore, h is Lp-integrable in D [resp. D] since

|Ä"(a;)| behaves like |x — Xi|1_n in some neighborhood N of x\, i.e. |A"(a:)|p behaves

like |x-xi|(1_n)P with

(1 - n)p > (1 - n) ■ n/(n - 1) = -n.
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In addition, \h\ is bounded in D\N. Therefore, if (2) is satisfied, then

0= i h= i h+ f     h= f _h> f _1>0,
J D JE J D\E J D\E J D\E

a contradiction. Hence E — D [resp. E = D\. If (2') is fulfilled, then the assump-

tion D\E~ t¿ 0 leads to

0= f_h= f h+ f_    h= f__h> f__l>0,
Jd       Je       Jd\e       Jd\e       Jd\e

a contradiction, too, hence E = D.    O

Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on a result by Hedberg [13] and Polking [17]

as well as on a theorem by Brelot [3] and Deny [6] (see also the theorems of Walsh-

Lebesgue and Runge type in Gamelin [7, p. 28] and in [8, Theorem 1]).

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Put F := DU {x0} and let g G ¿(F). F is compact,

and its complement is connected by (a). Hence by an approximation theorem due

to Brelot [3] and Deny [6] (see also Gamelin [7, p. 28] for n — 2, and [8, Theorem

1] for n > 3) it follows that for each e > 0 there exists a function u) G £?(Rn) with

\\g - w||oo,f := sup \g{x) - u(x)\ < e.
x€F

Since xoG F and X(D) < oo, by (1), resp. (1'), we obtain

(3) g(Xo) = J^JDg,    resp. g(x0) = ̂  J_g.

Now we shall show that Xo G D , hence F_— D. Assume indirectly xq £ D .

Then there exists a sequence (xj)j€n in Rn\D with

0 < \xj - xo\ —> 0    (for j —> oo).

The functions <p"  defined by

tp) >(x) :=

log\x-Xj\

log|a,0 -Xj\

\x0 -x,-|"~2

x — x ln-2

for n = 2,

for n > 3

are harmonic in a neighborhood of F. Hence, by (3) we have

(4)     »-»rw-îèf/^. ^^wj^r-
On the other hand, for either of the integrals occurring in (4) and for a sufficiently

large R (independent of j) we have

1 I    /   i,     i-   •  /     | log |x — X
I     J D

(77)M
r       (")

Í I   (t>!
Jd '

log |x0

|x0
- ^I"-2 ■ /_J D

In —2

||    for n = 2,

for n > 3,

< i
I log |x0

|x0

'—In3 _ xj\\    Jo

Jo

logr\ ■ rdr

r2-n .rn-ldr
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(for j —* oo), which yields a contradiction to (4). Thus xqG D , hence F — D.

Now let 1 < p < n/(n — 1) be fixed. Then n < q := p/(p — 1) < oo. As D is

compact, we obtain from Hedberg [13, Lemma 1 and Theorem 3] (see also Polking

[17]) that d(D) is Lp(D)-dense in dv(D). Hence for each / G r£v(D) there exists

a sequence of functions gj G d (D) with

(5) \\f-9j\\i,D<\\f-9Ap,D^°-

Therefore, by the mean value property of harmonic functions (with respect to a

ball K C D   centered at xo) we get

lim gj(x0) = f(x0).
j—»oo

Now, by (3) and (5), we obtain for each / G ríp(D)

(6) /(xo) = hm gj(x0) =   lim —— /   gj = —— /   /,
-7 — 00 -7->oo \(U) JD X(V) JD

respectively

(6') /(x0) = lim ^(xo) =   lim —==-      gj = —=- /_/.
j—oo j-oo X(D) JD X(D) JD

Using (6), resp. (6'), the assertion follows from Theorem 3(A).    D

3. Proof of the Approximation Theorem 2. In this section we first show

that conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 imply that h* is a best harmonic L1-

approximant to s. In order to prove this, we use the following result which can be

found in Singer's book [19, p. 46].

PROPOSITION 4. Let V C 9(B) be a vector space, s G W(B)\V, and h* G V.

Then we have the following equivalence:

(a) h* is a best L1 -approximant to s;

(b) there exists a Lebesgue measurable function a on Z(s — h*) such that

(bi) |a(i)| < 1 a.e. on Z(s - h*)\

(°2) Iz(s-h-) ah + h\z(.-h-) hsm(s -h*) = 0 for all hGV.

With the aid of this proposition we can prove the sufficiency of conditions (i)

and (ii) of Theorem 2 even under weaker assumptions:

THEOREM 5. Let s G 9(B) be subharmonic in B and suppose that h* G

¿T(5) D W(B) satisfies

(i) h*\dB0 = s\dB0,

(ii) s - h* > 0 a.e. on B\B0.

Then h* is the unique best harmonic L1 -approximant to s.

PROOF. Since s — h* is subharmonic and (s — h*)\aß0 = 0, it follows that

s - h* < 0 in Bo- Define the function a (according to Proposition 4) by

o;(i) := -1    for t G Z(s - h*).

Then we have for any h G %?(B) n &(B)

(7) f ah+ f_ hsign(s-h*)= [_      h - f   h = 0
Jz(s-h') Jß\Z(s-h') J B\B0 J B0
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since, by the mean value property for harmonic functions, we have

(8) \unh(G)= f_h = \f_h= (_h.
¿ JBo        ¿ Jb        Jb\b0

Now, by (7) and Proposition 4, h* is a best L1 -approximant to S.

Next we shall prove the uniqueness of h*. Suppose hi is another best harmonic

L1-approximant. Then, using the continuity of s — h* and s — h' on 5, we get (see

Rice [18, p. 107] or [10, p. 260])

(9) (a-h*)(s-h')>0   on 5.

We distinguish two cases:

(a) If s - h* < 0 in 50, then s - h' < 0 in B0 as well. From (ii) and (9)

we conclude s — h' > 0 a.e. and hence, by continuity, everywhere in 5\5o; thus

(s — h')[dB0 — 0- By (0 an(l the uniqueness of the solution of the Dirichlet problem

for s with respect to dB0 we get h' = h* on 50 and hence on 5.

(ß) If there is an xi € 50 such that (s - /i*)(xi) = 0, then, by the maximum

principle, (s — h*)\g = 0. Again, by (ii) and (9), we get s — ft' > 0 on 3Bq. Hence

h* > h' on dB0. If h* = h' on dB0, then we obtain h* = h' on 5. Otherwise

h* > h' on 50 by the minimum principle, hence

s - h' > s - h* - 0   on 50,

and there exists an x0 G dB0 with h*(x0) > h'(x0), i.e. (s-h')(x0) > 0. Therefore,

by continuity, there exists a ball Kr of positive radius r centered at xo with

(10) (s-h')\Kr>0.

But this contradicts Proposition 4, since for the harmonic function ho = 1 and a

suitable function a' satisfying |a'(t)| < 1 we would have by (10)

f ex'+ f_ sign(s - tí) > X(B0) + X(Kr n (B\B0)) - X((B\B0)\Kr)
Jz(s-h') JB\Z(s-h')

> X(Kr n (5\5o)) > 0,

i.e.   (b2) of Proposition 4 would be violated, hence h! could not be a best L1-

approximant to s, a contradiction.    D

In order to prove the necessity part of Theorem 2, we establish an auxiliary

result concerning the set of zeros of an a.e. strictly subharmonic function.

LEMMA 6. Let D C Rn be an open set, and let u be a twice differentiable

function on D satisfying Aw > 0 a.e. in D.  Then X(Z(u)) = 0.

For the proof we make use of the notion of points of density of a measurable set

EcR" (see Wheeden-Zygmund [20, p. 107]). x G E is called a point of density

of JS7 if

ni, r     KEnQe(x))(11) hm —. ._ , .,     = 1,
v    '                                          «-o     X(QE(x))

where Q£(x) is the n-dimensional cube with edges parallel to the coordinate axes

of length 2e centered at x. Theorem 7.13 by Wheeden-Zygmund [20] states that
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for a measurable set E C Rn almost every point of E is a point of density of E.

Therefore, if we define

Ed := {x G E: x is a point of density of E},

then we have X((Ed)d) = X(Ed) = X{E).

The following lemma will be used for the proof of Lemma 6.

LEMMA 7. Let D C R™ be an open set, V an m-dimensional normed vector

space (m G N), and v: D —» V a differentiate function. Then (Z(v))d C Z(v'), i.e.

for every point of density of Z(v), we have v'(x) = 0.

PROOF. Put Zd(v) := (Z(v))d. Without loss of generality, let V — R (otherwise

consider the coordinates v = («i,... ,vm)). In addition, it suffices to prove vXl :=

dv/dxi = 0 on Zd(v).

Now let x G Zd(v), and let (er)r€N be a monotone decreasing null sequence of

real numbers such that

X(Z(v)nQer(x)) 1

X(Qe,(x))       -        2«r«'

which is possible by (11). For each r > 2 define the set

Fr := jx + ¿ <4r)et: £r(j ~ 1] < |a<r) | < er, \a¡r) | < ^ for 2 < i < n\ ,

where the e,-'s are the n-dimensional unit vectors. We have

X(FT) = 2nlrn-enr=l/rnX(Q£r(x)).

Therefore,

X(FT)     =J_>     1

KQer(x))      rn      2nrn'

Hence there exists a yr G Z(v)nFr, say yr — x + YÜH=i b\r e¿. By the differentiablity

of v, we have

0 = v(yr) - v(x) = v'(x)(yr - x) + o(\yT - x|)

for r —* oo, hence

lim pi-.. ¿ft« • |1(I) = iim ÄZ£) = o.
»—«> \Vr ~A~{ dXi      '       r^oo       \yr - x\

Now
ftSr) b(p

lim -.—-—r = lim 3    -= <5i,
™,yr_x|      r^^^yZ-

(Kronecker symbol), and this yields dv/dxi(x) = 0.    D

PROOF OF LEMMA 6. Lemma 7 states u' — 0 on Zd(u), and repeating this

argument, u" = 0 on Zd(v!) D (Zd(u))d. In particular, we have Au = 0 on (Zd(u))d.

Hence

0 = X((Zd(u))d) = X(Zd(u)) = X(Z(u)).    D
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PROOF OF THE NECESSITY OF (i) AND (ii). In order to complete the proof

of Theorem _2 it remains to show that every best harmonic L1 -approximant h* G

ßr(B) n 9(B) of s satisfies (i) and (ii). Define

E- :={xGB:(s-h*)(x)<0},

Eo:={xGB:(s-h*)(x) = 0},

E+ := {x GB:(s- h*)(x) > 0}.

Since 5 G 92(B) with AS > 0 a.e., we have A(s - tí) > 0 a.e. (by tí G X{B)).

Hence Lemma 6 yields X(E0 n 5) = 0, and therefore X(E0) = 0. From Proposition

4(b2) we get

(12) f_hsign(s-tí) = 0   for all h G Jf(B)n 9(B).
Jb

From this equality and X(Eq) = 0 we obtain

/        h= f        h = \f_h=\un-h(Q)
Je-hb        Je+piB        ¿ Jb        l

for all h G ßff(B) n 9(B), hence in particular

(13) h{o) = —±—f        h   forall/ie¿F(R"),
X(E- ntí) Je^hb

since A(£L D 5) = \u„. By virtue of Theorem 1 it remains to show (with D :=

E- n 5) that_

(a') Rn\(£L n 5) is connected, as well as

(/?') (£_nö)' = E- n 5. _
Indeed, if (o:') holds, then (13) and Theorem 1 imply that E- n 5 is a closed

ball centered at 0. From A(5_ n 5) = \X(B) we conclude that 50 = £_ n 5,

therefore, by (/?'), 50 = 5_ n 5. Hence s - ft* < 0 in 50 and > 0 in 5\50. By

virtue of the continuity of s — tí, this implies (i). Now (ii) follows from the fact

that A(5o) = 0. So it remains to prove (a1) and (/?').

(a1): In order to show the connectedness of Rn\(5_ fl5), we prove that it

cannot have a bounded component.

Suppose X were a bounded component of Rn\(5_ n 5). Hence we have X c 5.

Then s — h* > 0 in X, thus, by continuity, (s — h*)\dx > 0. We shall show that

(s — h*)\dx = 0. Indeed, if x G dXDB, then x G (dE-)Y\B (since X is a component

of R"\(£_n5)), hence (s - h*)(x) < 0, therefore = 0.
For x G dX fl dB we assume indirectly (s — h*)(x) > 0. Then there is an open

ball Ka(x) with (s - h*)(y) > 0 for y G Ka{x)C\B. Hence K„(x) C\ (£_ fl 5) = 0.

From Ka(x) fl X ^ 0 we get that X cannot be a subset of 5, a contradiction.

Therefore, (s - h*)(x) < 0, hence again = 0. This yields (s - h*)\ax = 0. Now the

maximum principle implies s — tí — 0 on X, thus X C X C Eo which contradicts

A(£b) = 0. This concludes the proof of (a').

(/?'): Since E-HB C (£L DB)°, it remains to show that (E- n 5)° CE-Hß.

Let x e (£L n5)°. Then there is an open ball Kp(x) of radius p > 0 centered at

x with Äp(x) c E-. From this we conclude that s - h* < 0 in Kp(x). By the

maximum principle combined with X(Eo) = 0 it follows that s — tí < 0 in Kp(x),

i.e. x e E- n 5.    D
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4. Concluding remarks. (1) In a previous paper [10] the special case of

Theorem 2 was considered where n — 2 and where the subharmonic (but not

harmonic) function s was supposed to be real analytic in the unit disk, hence

As > 0 a.e. in 5. The proof given in [10] does not generalize to dimension n > 3.

(2) We also should mention a univariate result due to Bernstein [2, p. 330] (see

also Lorentz [16, p. 115]) which is related to our approximation problem. Here,

however, n = 1 is considered. Bernstein's theorem reads as follows:

Let s^"1) > 0 in the open interval]—1,1[. Then the algebraic polynomial of degree

< m — 1 of best approximation to s in the L1[—l,l]-norm is the polynomial qm-i

which interpolates s in the m points Xk = cos(kir/(m + 1)), k = 1,2,..., m.

For the case m — 2, this result means that the best polynomial approximant

qi of degree not exceeding 1 to a convex function s in the Ll[—1, l]-norm can be

computed by interpolation at the points {—\, \}. This result corresponds to our

Theorem 2 for the case n — 1.

(3) Problems of best uniform harmonic approximation were considered by Bur-

chard [4] as well as by Hayman, Kershaw and Lyons [12].

(4) Finally, we show that there exists a function s G 92(B) n 9(B), satisfying

As > 0 a.e. which does not have a best harmonic Z^-approximant. Indeed, we

shall show (in the case n = 3) that for

i \ 4   4   4s(x,y,z) = x y z

condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is violated (see also [10] for a counterexample in the

case n = 2). In terms of spherical coordinates

x = r ■ sin 8 cos tp,    y = r • sin 8 sin <p,    z = r ■ cos 8

we have

r12
s(x, y, z) =: S(r, 8, <p) = —— sin8 8 cos4 0(cos 8tp - 4 cos 4^ + 3).

128

If we define

r12
Si (r, 8, tp) := —— sin8 8 cos4 8 cos &<p,

128

4r12
S2(r,8,tp) :—-——sin 8cos48cos4<p,

128

S3(r,8,tp):=^sin88cos48,

then S = Si+ S2 + S3. Since the Si are polynomials, there exist harmonic polyno-

mials Ui which solve the Dirichlet problems

(14) £W=%,Bo    for ¿ = 1,2,3.

In order to show that condition (ii) of Theorem 2 is violated, it suffices to point

out that

(15) (53-i/3)(l,è7r,0)<0.

Indeed, since S3 - Í/3 is independent of tp, we only have to choose

tt/8   for(5i-[/i)(l,¿7r,0)>0,

tt/4   for (Si - Ui)(l, £tt,0) < 0 and (S2 - U2)(l, §îr,0) > 0,

0       for (Si - Ui)(l, Ítt,0) < 0 and (S2 - U2)(l, §w,0) < 0.
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Then (Si - ?7,)(1, ±tt, tp) < 0 for i = 1,2, hence from (15)

(S-U)(l,\rt,tp)<Q,

where U := Ui + U2 + U3. By continuity of S - U it follows that condition (ii) of

Theorem 2 is not satisfied.

So it remains to prove (15).  We expand S3 in terms of Legendre polynomials

(normed by P„(l) = 1; for the coefficients occurring see [1, p. 798])

S^M = '" {ëTBÔN*^ - 8m9Pl°(C0^ + 25935F^COS^

75ïLp6(co8ff) - t4^4(cos0) + JL} .124355   D'        '     12155   *v        '      5005

Since any function of the form rkP\i(cos8) is harmonic (see e.g. Hobson [14, p.

123]), the solution of the Dirichlet problem (14) for i = 3 is given by

24r12 1      I2r10
*<'•'• "> * 676Ö39Pl2(COSÖ) - Y4 • 8i7i9Flo(COSÖ)

1 3r8 1       3fir6
+ W2^P8{cos9) + rY2i^p^^

6r4:P4(cosö)+1       *
4^4    12155   *K       '     16   5005'

Using Pio(0) = -63/256, P8(0) = 35/128, P6(0) = -5/16, and P4(0) = 3/8, we
compute

3     / 1   \    35          36     /       1\ /    5 \

+ 25935 \ 2\72j ' 128 + 124355 \       4/ \    16^
6     / _1_\    3      /        1\   J_

12155 V 4^4y/    8 + V       16/    5005

< -4-10-6.

Thus (15) is verified, hence s(x,y, z) — x4y4z4 does not possess a best harmonic

L1 -approximant on the unit ball in R3 with respect to ^(B) n 9(B).    D

This example also shows that condition (i) of Theorem 2 does not imply condition

(ii).
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